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their welfare (reducing electricity bill) with DR, while ISO

maintains supply-demand balance efficiently.

DR is to be implemented on various grid-interactive build-

ings including datacenters. The escalating demand in Inter-

net access boosts the energy usage on Internet Technology

(IT); especially, the proportion of internet users has steadily

increased to more than 90% in many developed countries [3].

This increase translates into a significant increase in the usage

of datacenters, while in 2011 they were already consuming

more energy than the entire United Kingdom [4]. These

facilities are now called ”the factories of the digital age”.

Some authors also predict a continuous growth of 7% annually

through 2030 in the electrical energy usage for manufacture

and powering of IT and communication devices [5]. Therefore,

datacenters become major consumers in electricity grid and

DR is expected to play an important role to operate IT sources

efficiently with demand dispatching.

In this paper, we present an energy management algorithm

that reduces the cost of electricity consumption in the dat-

acenter using different time-of-use pricing. The datacenter

earns financial profit by executing jobs over time without

jeopardizing Quality of Services (QoS). In this work, the

consumption of electric power associated to workload of

datacenter is modeled by classifying workloads in two groups:

non-controllable (service jobs) and controllable (batch jobs).

Service can be seen as a program that is always executing in

the cloud environment receiving a variable amount of requests

over time (which results in a proportional power consumption).

On the other hand, batch tasks can be represented as an amount

of work (load) that needs to be executed between a time period

(defined by release and due date).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II

introduces DR; Section III describes the workload and elec-

tricity price; Section IV introduces the base control; Section V

formulates the optimization problem; Section VI presents the

simulation results; and Section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

DR programs are classified in two groups: price-based and

incentive-based programs [1]. In the first group, customers

respond to time-varying pricing signals such as Time-Of-Use

(TOU), real-time price, etc., and schedule their loads to benefit

from low prices. In the second group, energy providers propose
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of the electricity demand due to high

population and new consumption devices (personal electronics,

electric vehicles, etc.) starts to threat the reliability of electric-

ity grid. The increased power demand raises the stress over

the grid and can create critical conditions on the power system

such as contingencies and blackouts. Therefore, Independent

System Operator (ISO) should respond to the changes either

reinforcing the electricity grid (which requires high invest-

ment) or deploying Demand Response (DR) programs [1].

DR becomes essential approach for load planning (i.e.,

load shifting, shedding) and a promising tool that enables

altering the energy consumption of the entities in all electricity

sectors: residential, commercial, industrial and transportation.

According to [2], DR objective is: changes in electricity usage

by end-use customers from their normal consumption patterns 
in response to changes in the price of electricity, or incentive

payments designed to induce lower electricity use at time

of high wholesale market prices or when system reliability

is jeopardized. On other words, DR encourages end-users to

change their consumption habits by offering financial bene-

fits via incentives and/or price signals, thus customers gain

active role by modifying their own consumption to increase



incentives to customers for influencing their consumption

pattern when the grid reliability is compromised. According

to deployed DR programs, customers participate and provide

DR services in return of gaining economical profits.

DR is widely studied in residential areas in order to reduce

the electricity bill of smart homes [6] using various optimiza-

tion methods: linear programming [7], mixed integer nonlinear

program [8], dynamic programming [9] and heuristic methods

such as particle swarm optimization [10]. For commercial

buildings, different price values are determined by providers.

The reason is that customers of two sectors have different

consumption pattern, hence on-peak and off-peak hours/rates

are located/determined differently. In literature, DR is studied

on various commercial grid-interactive buildings such as ho-

tels [11], universities [12], and typical office buildings [13].

In this area, the studies are mostly based on controlling the

indoor temperature according to inhabitant comfort.

On the other hand, datacenters are able to provide additional

flexibility by allocating their workloads over the time horizon.

Therefore, they can provide valuable DR services for the

electricity grid while reducing the cost of energy consumption.

Accordingly, in the literature, various methods using DR are

proposed as a way to increase datacenter revenues. In [14], the

dynamic pricing which is determined based on the aggregated

consumption of datacenter, is used with robust optimization for

the workload control of the datacenter. In [15], the datacenter

participates into emergency DR using ”locational” marginal

pricing (in form of real-time price). In [16], the energy

management reduces the cost of using generation resources

with mixed integer linear programming.

In previous work [17], the scheduling of workloads (con-

sidering only batch jobs) under a power envelope is studied

without connection to the power grid. The power envelope

refers to renewable energy production but the power delivery

limitation may originate from various reasons (i.e., transformer

rating, line capacity limit). The aim of the optimization prob-

lem is to allocate IT resources so that QoS degradation is

minimized.

However, this paper does not allow degradation on work-

loads of grid-connected datacenter and aims to minimize the

electricity cost using a Genetic Algorithm (GA). The com-

putational complexity of the optimization problem (coming

from high-time resolution, IT constraints and high number of

decision parameters) is solved with time resolution shifting

method. The time-shifting method enables optimizing with

low-time resolution (which reduces the computation time) and

uses the actual resolution while determining the electricity

profiles. Lastly, the different time-varying electricity prices

from different providers are used to evaluate and compare the

performance of DR control without degrading QoS.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Time-of-use electricity prices

In this study, the price-based DR model is deployed using

Time-Of-Use (TOU) prices from two different utility compa-

nies: ConEdison [18] and Salt River Project [19]. The utilities

propose different TOU pricing for summer and winter seasons.

In the literature, TOU prices are partitioned into periods:

traditionally off-peak, shoulder and on-peak. These periods

are rated differently: the highest for on-peak, the average for

shoulder and the lowest for off-peak. Accordingly, two blocks

TOU for ConEdison and three blocks TOU for SRP are given

in Table I. It should be noted that TOU prices are used for

commercial buildings which consumes more than 5kW.

TABLE I
CONEDISON AND SRP ELECTRICITY PRICE

Source Tariff Period Time c$\kWh

ConEdison

Winter
off-peak (00:00–08:00) 1.54

on-peak (08:00–24:00) 8.07

Summer
off-peak (00:00–08:00) 1.54

on-peak (08:00–24:00) 21.80

SRP

Winter

off-peak

(00:00–05:00)
(09:00–17:00)
(21:00–24:00)

5.02

shoulder (17:00–21:00) 10.26

on-peak (05:00–09:00) 11.41

Summer

off-peak
(00:00–11:00)
(23:00–24:00)

5.48

shoulder
(11:00–14:00)
(19:00–23:00)

10.50

on-peak (14:00–19:00) 15.41

B. Electricity Consumption

The power consumption of the datacenter is determined

similarly compared to the model in [20] using two parameters:

active node number (often called static power) and the usage

of the cores on each computing node (often called dynamic

power). A node refers to a server composed by several cores

which are individual processing units in the same processor.

Accordingly, the total dynamic power consumption of work-

loads in the datacenter is calculated with:

P
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b
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where, s and b are indexes of service and batch jobs; is and

ib are phase index of service and batch phases; S and B total

number of services and batches; IS and IB are the total phase

number of service and batch jobs; P s
is
(t) and P b

ib
(t) are the

power consumption of service and batch jobs; and P c
w(t) is the

total power consumption of service and batch jobs. Using (1),

the total power consumption of the datacenter is determined

including active node consumption by:

Pc(t) =

(

N
∑

n=1

Pnode · ωn(t)

)

+ P
c
w(t), ωn ∈ {0, 1} , t ∈ T

(2)

where, Pc(t) is total power consumption of datacenter; n is

the index of node and N is the total node number; Pnode

is the constant active consumption; and ωn is the operation

binary variable of the node (0: the node is OFF, 1: the node is



ON). It should be noted that, the energy consumption of other

equipments (i.e. cooling devices) are not considered, and the

network with RAM usages are neglected in this study.

C. Workload Modeling

The service jobs are considered as the critical workloads.

They are executed as soon as arrived, hence the electric power

should be provided for service load execution directly. On the

other hand, the batch jobs are flexible and can be shifted to

later hours or receive less/more resources than requested.

The existing scheduling approaches for workloads are con-

sidering fixed constant resource consumption (i.e., percent

CPU usage) as single-phase. However, a workload can perform

varying resource consumption over several time as multi-

phase [21]. In this work, the power consumption of batch and

service jobs are formulated using multi-phase model as:

P
s
is(t) = ns · Pcpu · ψs

is · ωs
is(t)

ψ
s
si

⊆ [0, 1] , ωs
si

∈ {0, 1} , t ∈ T
(3)

P
s
ib
(t) = nb · Pcpu · ψb

ib
· ωb

ib
(t)

ψ
s
si

⊆ [0, 1] , ωb
bi

∈ {0, 1} , t ∈ T
(4)

where, ns and nb are the required core number by service and

batch jobs; Pcpu is the power consumption of full CPU usage;

ψs
is

and ψb
ib

are the percentage of CPU usage of service and

batch jobs; and ωs
is

and ωb
bi

are the operation binary variable

of the service and batch jobs (0: task is OFF, 1: task is ON).

IV. BASE CONTROL

The base control is considered as a reference case for the

performance evaluation of the DR control. In this case, the

batch jobs are executed as soon as they are submitted. In this

study, service and batch jobs are placed to nodes based on

the available CPU gap in cores. All jobs are placed firstly

to most occupied cores until there is no enough CPU gap

left for the next arriving job. Therefore, the active cores are

efficiently utilized (close to 100% CPU), and the unused ones

are powered off. In order to have a fair comparison between

base and DR control algorithm, jobs are placed using same

principle. Accordingly, the cost of electricity consumption of

the datacenter is determined in base control with:

C
o
b =

T
∑

t=1

Pc(t) · λ(t) · △t (5)

where, Co
b is the original cost of electricity consumption, λ(t)

is TOU price and △t is the simulation time interval.

V. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, the optimization problem that is solved by

the controller is formulated. Based on the electricity price λ(t),
the controller determines the best start time for execution and

CPU usage rating of cores for the batch jobs over the time

horizon [0, T ]. Therefore, in order to determine the optimal

execution time, the user preferences (referred as due date) are

taken into account. Due date is the last acceptable time for

finishing the execution of the batch job for clients. Hence, the

controller should not violate the due date of batch jobs and

complete all before their deadline. Therefore, the due date

constraint is formulated as follows:
[

t
rs
b,ib

, t
re
b,ib

]

⊆
[

t
s
b,ib

, t
e
b,ib

]

(6)

where, trsb,ib and treb,ib are the rescheduled start and end times

of batch; and tsb,ib and teb,ib are the release time and due date

of the batch. Additionally, due to multi-phase modeling (as in

Section III-C), the batch job is subdivided into small phases

(or considered as small jobs). Each phase can be executed with

different CPU rating (0 − 100%) with delays after execution

of the previous phase. However, phases are not completely

independent from each other since each phase should wait until

previous phase finishes its operations. Accordingly, phases of

the batch job should be executed synchronously using given

constraint as below:

t
re
b,ib−1 < t

rs
b,ib

(7)

Additionally, the controller redetermines CPU rating for

each batch phases. Each phase can operate at different CPU

rate, hence it is not mandatory to follow previous phase oper-

ating characteristic during the execution. Therefore, phases of

each job can operate according to:

ψrb
b,ib

⊆ [0 , 1] , ib ∈ IB , b ∈ B (8)

where, ψrb
b,ib

is the redetermined CPU rate of the batch phase.

Finally, the rescheduled consumption profile of the datacenter

is determined in order to minimize the electricity cost by

calculating the input variables treib and ψrb
ib using (1) – (4)

according to:

min

{

C
r
b =

T
∑

t=1

Pc(t) · λ(t) · △t

}

subject to (6), (7), (8)

(9)

where, Cr
b is the rescheduled cost of the datacenter (recall

from (5); λ(t) is TOU price; and △t is the time interval.)

In this work, GA is used for solving the formulated opti-

mization problem. We preferred to use GA which is used to

solve similar types of optimization problems, due to ability

to find near optimal solution in acceptable time duration in a

large problem. In deployed GA algorithm, each chromosome

represents CPU ratings and rescheduling start-time of the

batch jobs. By two points crossing-over (with linear-bias) and

mutation , GA solves the (9). The parameters of the GA

are chosen arbitrary: population size = 100, bias rate = 1.4,

mutation rate = 0.01, max generation = 500,000. The first

population of the GA is generated randomly. It should be noted

that any type of optimization method can be used for solving

the given optimization problem in (9).

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Simulation Platform

The simulations are performed for four cases using different

TOU pricing given in Section III-A and compared with the

base control given in Section IV. We assume that the data-

center is formed by N = 200 nodes, and each node has eight
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Fig. 1. Electricity consumption profiles of datacenter. (a) ConEdison results for summer season, (b) ConEdison results for winter season, (c) SRP results for
summer season, (d) SRP results for winter season.

CPU cores that executes S = 8, 058 service and B = 2, 506
batch jobs. The simulated day is divided into T = 86, 400 time

intervals with 1s resolution, and simulations are performed for

consecutive three days. The power consumption of 100% CPU

usage of a single core is taken Pcpu = 16.25W and the active

node power consumption is assumed to be Pnode = 70W.

However, it should be noted that one-second time resolution

creates high computation burden, hence the time-resolution is

reduced to 15-minutes while solving the optimization problem.

To change the time resolution, first the aggregated consump-

tion profile is created using service jobs, and the maximum

value is considered as the consumption of the datacenter at

each 15 minutes interval. After that, the start times and due

dates of batch jobs are converted to 15-minutes resolution.

For instance, if a batch is released at t = 74, 573 seconds,

it is released at t = 83 on new time resolution according

to ( 74573s
15m×60s

). In the end of the optimization, all determined

results are converted back with same principle, and the elec-

tricity profiles are determined with one-second resolution.

For a more accurate representation of a datacenter, we

generated jobs called phase-based [21] as described in Sec-

tion III-C. For the batch workload, the concept of phases is

included using a Google based workload generator [22]. It

consists in a normal distribution for the consumed CPU rating.

The service jobs are based on traces from [23], where the

business-critical workloads are studied.

The optimization problem is solved using GA with given

setup parameters in Section V. The modeling of service and

batch jobs are performed in JAVA, and then the optimization

problem is programmed in c++ (objective functions, con-

straints and GA) compiling with gnu-c++-compiler. Lastly, the

optimization problem is solved on a Linux-server with an Intel

Xeon Gold @ 2.10 GHz processor and 16 GB RAM.

B. Performance Evaluation

The power consumption profiles are given in Fig. 1. As

seen, the consumption profiles are impacted by TOU prices

differently. ConEdison winter and summer pricing have similar

effect on the consumption profile due to same off-peak and

on-peak periods. The electrical consumption of the datacenter

is shifted to late night and/or early morning hours using

ConEdison prices. The DR control creates another high peak

consumption at off-peak period. On the other hand, SRP winter

effects significantly compared to ConEdison prices while SRP

summer has similar effect over the optimization algorithm.

The reason is that SRP summer has almost similar off-peak

and on-peak periods compared to ConEdison prices.
In Fig. 2, the cost of electricity consumption and the

financial efficiency results are given. The efficiency parameter

”η” is simply calculated using (10). The highest costs are

119.92$ on base control and 106.03$ on DR control for

ConEdison summer which leads to a highest efficiency of

11.58%. The minimum costs are gathered 49.06$ and 43.93$
for ConEdison winter on base and DR controls, respectively.

However, the lowest efficiency is recorded with SRP winter

with 4.53% reduction. The reason, why the lowest efficiency

and the lowest cost are not the same, is the difference between

on-peak and off-peak prices. This difference is higher on

ConEdison summer than SRP winter. On the other hand, we

can expect that SRP summer should provide better efficiency

than ConEdison winter based on difference between on-peak

and off-peak prices. However, it should be noted that the

workload scheduling does not only depend on the pricing

tariffs, it is also related to releasing time and due dates of

batch jobs and activated node numbers.

η =

(

Co
b − Cr

b

Co
b

)

× 100 (10)
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Fig. 2. Cost analysis of the TOU prices. (a) Costs of electricity consumption,
(b) Cost reduction efficiencies of DR control.

Lastly, the computation time for solving optimization with

GA is recorded between 2− 5 hours for 3 days of workload.

The performance of the GA depends on various parameters:

setup parameters of GA (i.e., population size), price structure,

workload parameters (i.e., release time), workload number and

datacenter structure (nodes, cores, etc.).

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presented an energy management algorithm

for electricity consumption of the datacenter by analyzing

the effect of DR using time-varying electricity prices and a

mixed of controllable and non controllable load (batches and

services). The algorithm aims at reducing the cost of electricity

by scheduling load to the off-peak periods and reducing the

electricity consumption of datacenter without jeopardizing

QoS. Results showed that the proposed DR control is able

to decrease the electricity bill of the datacenter using different

TOU prices without impacting the QoS. However, it should

be noted that the level of cost reduction and efficiency of the

algorithm are associated to various factors such as on-peak

and off-peak time periods, release times, due dates, level of

flexibility in both side (larger effort relaxing provider price

and IT user demand).
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